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Dead Letter Office: Conspiracy, Trauma, and Song
of Solomon's Posthumous Communication

3 P.M.

S

ongofSolomonpicks up where MumboJumboleaves off. That

is, in repeatingwith a differencecertaindetails and motifs of
IshmaelReed's 1972novel, Toni Morrisonsignifies upon what
Henry Louis Gates,Jr.,has called one of "thegrand works of critical Signification"(238).1While the writing of MumboJumboconcludes, we read, at "3:00P.M."on "Jan.31st, 1971,"Morrison's
famous "NorthCarolinaMutual Life Insuranceagent"sets off
from the roof of MercyHospital for "theother side of Lake
Superior... [a]t3:00p.m. on Wednesday the 18th of February
1931"(Reed 218;Morrison,Song3). If Morrisonsets her watch by
Reed's earliernovel, she also rewinds the time back to the early
years of the Depression.Yet even in that returnto the past, Song
of Solomoncontinues MumboJumbo,a novel that, except for its epilogue, is "set"in a fantasticpasticheof the 1920s.With this opening example, I would like to suggest how an explorationof Song
of Solomonand its many intertextswill evoke questions of narrative logic, historicaltime, and culturalmemory.Because it is so
densely allusive on so many differentlevels and in so many different modes, Morrison'snovel deserves to be read not only
through its numerous intertexts,but also as a commentaryon the
significanceof intertextualityas a literary,historical,and social
process.
As her carefulbut parodicdating suggests, Morrison,like
Reed, uses intertextualityto provide an alternativeto dominant
accounts of history, and, like Reed again, she does so by engaging
both with texts of the black Atlanticand with Euro-Americancurrents in Westernliteraryculture.In particular,for my interests,
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both Song of Solomonand MumboJumborewrite Thomas

Pynchon'sparanoidpostmodernquest classic TheCryingof Lot
49.2On the surface,Morrison'snovel seems far from Pynchon's
and Reed's work, but in fact they constitutea complex constellation that can lead to a rethinkingboth of intertextualrelationsand
of intersectionsamong literature,history, and memory. Each
novel involves a protagonist'squest for a hidden truththat destabilizes his or her everyday world and turns out to involve coming
to terms with some significant,but previously obscure,aspect of
the past and its still operative influenceon the present.Pynchon's
Oedipa sets out to "executea will" and finds herself searchingfor
proof of an elaboratepostal conspiracythat recedes hundreds of
years into the past. Reed's PaPaLaBasattemptsto understandthe
wax and wane of the "JewGrew infection"and ends up seeking
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the sacred "Text"of black cultureand
uncovering an epic battle that stretches
back to ancientEgypt.Finally,
Morrison'sMilkmaninitiallysets out
afterhis Aunt Pilate's"inheritance,"
only to discover that it is not gold that
is at stake,but an oral culturaldocument of familialand communalhistory.
Despite broad narrativeand thematic similarities-and a host of smaller-scaleconvergences-Morrison's
work diverges significantlyfrom the
two other texts I have identified.While
Reed in MumboJumbopushes
Pynchon'sparanoidand conspiratorial
logic to the extreme,at once universalizing and shatteringit, Morrisontakes
a differenttack. She backgroundsconspiracy in order to explore a related,
but significantlydifferent,narrative
logic, that of traumaticmemory.While
criticshave in particularread
Morrison'sBelovedas a literaryenactment of trauma,Songof Solomonalso
offers an opportunityto engage with
contemporarylegacies of traumatic
memory.3
Exploringthe intersectionsamong
these texts takes on particularsignificancebecause narrativesof conspiracy
and traumahave emerged in recent
decades as two of the most powerful
logics through which the subjectsof
postmodernU.S. cultureregisterand
reflecton history.The two narrative
logics are often linked, both in "real
life" and in popular culture.In two
well-known examples, the traumaof
Kennedy/sassassinationhas given
birthto rampantparanoidspeculation,
and Mulder'sconspiratorialthinking
on TheX Fileshas supposedly been
spurredby the traumaticabductionof
his sister. Nevertheless,paranoidand
traumaticnarrativesprovide two distinct ways of thinking about the impact
of the past on the present;they constitute autonomous forms of vernacular
knowledge. While both logics attempt
to locate the sources of power and violence in social life, they tend to establish relationshipsbetween past and
present,victims and victimizers,and
necessity and chance that are different
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from each other. Conspiracytheory
collapses the past into the present,
clearlyidentifies the opposing protagonists of its story, and purges historical
occurrenceof chance.Traumaticlogic,
on the other hand, destabilizesthe
binaryrelationshipsthat anchorparanoid narratives,but, like conspiracy
theory, also seeks an origin or event
that would account for the sufferingof
the present.Thus, trackingthe deployment of conspiracyand traumain literary works constitutesan opportunity
to think about the status of history in
contemporaryAmericanlife.
Focusingon discourses of conspiracy and trauma,my reading of Songof
Solomonactivatesintertextual,"signifyin(g)"chains connectingMorrisonto
Reed and Pynchon,and to Walter
Benjamin's"Theseson the Philosophy
of History."4The novel's dense textuality helps make possible the book's
engagementwith history and memory,
but it also rendersthe presence of the
past tenuous and vulnerable.In the
words of PatrickO'Donnell and Robert
Con Davis, "intertextualityis the
simultaneousrepressionand remembering of the past" ("Introduction"
xiv), since it at once activates linkages
to earliertexts and strips those texts of
their historicalparticularity.The simultaneous presence and absence of the
past in intertextualityis, in turn, reminiscent of traumaticscenariosin which,
as CathyCaruthhas put it, "a history
can be grasped only in the very inaccessibilityof its occurrence"(8). In
some intertextualmoments, the past
flickersforth,as in traumaticflashbacks.But such flashbacksare also
always moments of risk, as traumatized memory threatensto override or
displace historicaloccurrence.
Following Songof Solomon'sintertextual web prompts recognitionof how the
novel processes the legacy of the past
by textualizingthe traumaof slavery.
What the novel calls "posthumous
communication"can serve as a site for
rethinkingthe relationshipamong
written texts, between written and oral
memory, and between historicaloccur-

rences and literaryinvention.
Posthumous communicationin
Morrison'snovel entails a confrontation with traumaticlegacies, but it also
provokes a criticalreconsiderationof
the stakes of the memorializationof
history. Finally,interrogatingthe
"post"in posthumous reopens a discussion of the periodizationof postmodernism.In particular,such an
interrogationsuggests that diagnoses
of the waning of historicalconsciousness in contemporaryculturemay have
missed the locationswhere it has continued to flourish-in depictionsof the
aftermathof traumaticevents.
You've Got Mail

et's returnto Morrison'sinsurance agent, poised on top of
MercyHospital, for it is in Songof
Solomon'sopening scenes that
Morrisonestablishes a signifying relationship to Pynchon and Reed and initiates a revisionaryreflectionon historical discourse.Assessing the audience
that has gatheredto watch Mr.Smith's
promised flight, the narratorcomments: "Onlythe unemployed, the selfemployed, and the very young were
available-deliberately available
because they'd heard about it, or accidentally availablebecause they happened to be walking at the exact
moment in the shore end of Not Doctor
Street,a name the post office did not
recognize"(4). The narrativethen provides a mini-genealogyof street names
that weaves togetherreferencesto the
northerlymigrationof African
Americansin the early part of the century, to World WarI, and to the tense,
if comic, interactionof power and vernacularknowledge. As we follow the
translationof Mains Avenue into
Doctor Streetand finally into Not
Doctor Street,we receive not only a
history lesson and a synecdochalversion of the narrativeas a whole, but
also a subtle re-circulationof a domi-

nant motif of postmodern American
fiction.In order to grasp how narrative
rhythms reproducehistoricaland
social ones, the remainderof this passage is worth quoting at length:
Town maps registered the street as
Mains Avenue, but the only colored
doctor in the city had lived and died
on that street, and when he moved
there in 1896 his patients took to calling the street, which none of them
lived on or near, Doctor Street. Later,
when other Negroes moved there, and
when the postal service became a popular means of transferring messages
among them, envelopes
from
Louisiana, Virginia, Alabama, and
Georgia began to arrive addressed to
people at house numbers on Doctor
Street. The post office workers
returned these envelopes or passed
them on to the Dead Letter Office.
Then in 1918,when colored men were
being drafted,a few gave theiraddress
at the recruitment office as Doctor
Street.In that way, the name acquired
a quasi-officialstatus. Some of the city
legislators, whose concern for appropriate names and the maintenance of
the city's landmarkswas the principal
part of their politicallife, saw to it that
"DoctorStreet"was never used in any
official capacity....

they had notices

posted in the stores, barbershops,and
restaurants[saying that the street] had
always been and would always be
known as Mains Avenue and not
DoctorStreet.

The back-and-forthof the struggle for
recognitionand the elicitationof hegemony takes a final turn at this point, as
the narratorremarksof the legislators'
message: "Itwas a genuinely clarifying
public notice because it gave Southside
residents a way to keep their memories
alive and please the city legislatorsas
well. They called it Not Doctor Street,
and were inclined to call the charity
hospital at its northernend No Mercy
Hospital"(4).
In this opening scene, the novel's
canny narrativevoice threads its way
through differenthistoricalmoments
in the collective life of a Michigan
AfricanAmericancommunity, and
through the disjunctiverelationsof this
communitywith the anonymous white
town legislatorsand the employees of
the hospital. Indeed, the virtuosity and
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understatedhumor of this voice as it
moves through time, space, and social
locationalmost covers over the various
forms of violence that the scene also
reveals. 1896,for example, is not only
the date of the doctor'sarrivalin town,

sion that will allow us to reapproach
Song's opening. Pynchon'snovel, with
its elaboratelystaged postal conspiracies, fantasizesa series of underground
communicationsnetworks outside the
"governmentmonopoly" of the U.S.
but also of the Plessy v. Ferguson deciPost Office (Crying 52). Like Morrison's
sion that enshrined segregation under "word-of-mouth"news and the
the doctrine of
"Grapevine
"separate
but Song of Solomon deserves Telegraph" of
equal." While Mr.
MumboJumbo's
Smith struggles to to be read not only through Harlem (20),
keep his composure
its numerous intertexts, Pynchon's Tristero
at the top of the but also as a
W.A.S.T.E.
commentary and
hospital, the narramovements
on the significance of
tive perspective
receive their imperemains below, but intertextuality as a literary, tus from marginal
also balances configures and dissihistorical, and social
flictingsocial forces.
dent forces.
Central to the
Morrison's "quasiprocess.
passage is the narofficial" mailing
rative'sself-reflexiveforegroundingof addresses, like Reed's narrativeof "Jes
modes of communication,its similarity Grew's Communicability"(18), signify
to the "word-of-mouthnews" that, like on Pynchon'shyperbolicmeditationon
the story's opening, "justlumbered
the power/knowledge nexus of inforalong" (3). Following the path of the
mation distribution.But these three
vernacular,the narrativedigresses into alternativecommunicationssystems
a ruminationon the intersectionof
also move in differentdirections.Lot
community and communication,and
49's postal undergroundsare of ultiintroducesthe theme of the productivi- mately indeterminatesocial location,
ty of naming that occupies so much of both because their existence is always
the novel.5Communicationby margin- hoveringjust beyond confirmationand
alized groups, the narrativesuggests,
because their politics refuse consistent
involves contingencyand collective
mapping on any known political geogagency as well as recognitionand mis- raphy.Throughoutthe novel, Oedipa
recognition.The novel's own strategies seeks to strip away "thebreakaway
of intertextualreferenceturn out to
gowns, net bras,jeweled gartersand Gmime the act of creativerenaming
strings of historicalfiguration"that
chronicledin this passage by the narra- make up the "uniqueperformance"of
tor, as the novel also shares the vernac- the conspiratorialmail deliverers,the
ular's complex and ambivalentrelaTristero(54).But her journey into what
tionship to authority.
one of her paranoidinformantssees as
"a parableof power" (54) leaves her
uncertainwhere "figuration"leaves off
and "power"begins-or even where
Going Postal
the two intersect.
Throughtheir invocationof the
vernacularof black culture, Songof
F
ocusing culturalconflictthrough Solomonand MumboJumbowould seem
questions of postal address,
Morrisontargetsthe institutioncentral to solve the problemof Lot49's undeto The Crying of Lot 49. The "Not Doctor cidable relationsof power and commuStreet"passage calls for a short geneal- nity by locatingtheir countercultures
squarelywithin AfricanAmericanconogy of the post in Pynchon'sand
Reed's postmodernnovels-a digres- texts. YetMumboJumbo,like Pynchon's
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earliernovel, also uses the post to perform indeterminacy.In Lot49,
actor/director Driblette asks, "Why ...

is everybody so interestedin texts?"
(78). Reed responds by explicitly linking the notion of textualityto the
"hieroglyphicsense of concealed
meaning, of an intent to communicate"
after which Oedipa unsuccessfully
quests (Crying24). In MumboJumbo,the
"Text"sought by Jes Grew, Reed's
equivalent of the countercultural
underground,tums out to be written
in hieroglyphics-it is an anthology of
Egyptiandance steps choreographed
by Osiris and transcribedby Thoth,the
god of writing. ForPynchon, the hieroglyph hints at, but ultimately frustrates,hermeneuticoperations,leaving
the interpreterfaced with a social text
whose key either has been irretrievably
lost or never existed in the firstplace.
In his savvy rewriting,Reed renders
that pictographicform multiply significant:The referenceto hieroglyphicsat
once gestures toward Africa,suggests
the veveemblems of vodoun, satirically
extends Pynchon'suse of the muted
postal horn, and self-reflexivelycalls
upon Reed's own image-textcollage
form. Reed seems to avoid the binary
logic that immobilizes Oedipa by suggesting that, while meaning may not be
transcendent,it may still be available
to black artistsin the heterogeneous
culturalheritagethey inheritand transform.
Yet a furthersimilarityto Pynchon
emerges when we realize that the
hieroglyphic text in MumboJumbois
also a kind of letter,having been sent
into circulationin the mail in an
attempt to defuse Jes Grew:"It'sdispersed. Untogether.I sent it out as a
chain book,"recountsthe evil Templar
KnightHinkle Von Vampton (69). PaPa
LaBas,the novel's protagonistand
"detectiveof the metaphysical"(212),
uses his "2 heads" to follow the Text's
trail.ThatPaPaLaBas's"fatherran a
successful mail-orderRoot business in
New Orleans"(23) indicatesthat, for

Reed, the institutionof the post is susceptibleto multiple influences. Less a
system of communicationthan of prophylaxis or "communicability,"Reed's
post can serve as a materialsite of
either discipline or resistance.
Nonetheless, the desire for the healing
presence of the Text in MumboJumbo
proves as ironic as Oedipa's quest for
the Word.When PaPa LaBasfinally
locates Von Vamptonand the Text,
there is nothing to be found but a miseen-abymeof empty boxes (196).The
Text has been burntby the protoNation of Islam adherentAbdul
Hamid, as we learn in a hand-written
letterfrom Abdul included in the text
(200-03).The inclusion within the
printednovel of the hand-writtenletter
recountingthe Text's destructionreinforces the associationof the self-reflexivity and indeterminacyof textuality
with the post.
BecauseMumboJumbohas not
staked its claim, as Lot49 sometimes
seems to do, on the possibility of transcendent meaning, the Text's absence
resonatesdifferentlythan does
Oedipa's inabilityto locate the Tristero.
Faced with the Text's disappearance
and the seeming dissipation of Jes
Grew, LaBasoptimisticallypredicts,
"Wewill make our own future Text"
(204).Given Reed's refusal to make the
Text "present,"it is probablynot
wrong to read LaBasas invoking not a
futurepresence,but a notion of the
Text as futurityitself. Gates provides a
powerful, poststructuralistreading of
this scene: "Reed'sopen-ended structure, and his stress on the indeterminacy of the text, demands that critics,in
the act of reading,produce a text's signifying structure. For Reed ... figura-

tion is indeed the 'nigger'soccupation"'
(237).What is the relationshipbetween
Reed's act of critical"figuration"and
Oedipa's "G-stringsof historicalfiguration"?Is the criticalperformance,
alluded to by Gates, differentfrom the
mysterious performanceof the
Tristero,an underground movement
shrouded by "a new mode of expression . . . a kind of ritual reluctance"
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(Crying71)?While figurationis
ambiguously relatedto power in
Pynchon,since it could as well serve
Pierce'smonopolisticconspiracyas
produce any challengeto it, in Reed
the performativeand poetic functions
are clearlyaligned with the liberating
forces of disorder.
The paradoxof Reed's novel is
that, despite its relentlessskepticism
about all claims to authority,it seems
to believe in its own metaphorof cultural revolution far more fully than
ought to be possible;it thus skirtsthe
question of the origins of its own culturalauthority.MumboJumbosimultaneously is the Text about which it tells
and, in its exuberantimprovisations
and idiosyncrasies,is the result of the
authoritativeText'simpossibility.
MumboJumbo'sschizophrenicrelationship to questions of culturalauthority
both extends the incommensurability
and indeterminacyalreadypresent in
Pynchon'snovel and relocatesits
attackon authorityin the contextof an
epic culture war that it tracesback to
Egypt. In moving back to Africa,in
however ironic a form, Reed takes a
step beyond Lot49's narrativeof the
battle of Thurnand Taxisand the
Tristero,a Europeanconflictover communicationthat emigratesto the
United States.MumboJumbo'sEgyptian
myth is far from an uncriticalexample
of Afrocentrism,but it takes on enough
consistencywithin the world of the text
to constitutean alternativestarting
point, if not a pure origin, of culture-a
concept put into question by the claim
that "JesGrew has no end and no
beginning"(204).Throughthe figure of
the conspiratorialAtonist Path,which
battlesJes Grew over the centuries,
Reed hyper-inflatesWesternhegemony, but only in order to hyper-deflate
it. This two-step shuffle opens a space
for the future of culturalproduction,
but, like Lot49, MumboJumbois also
unable to locate this space in the present.6In the end, Reed's politics are
simultaneouslyparanoidand utopian,
and thus also reveal the links between
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paranoidand utopianmodes of thinking
history.
Angels of History

In its questioningof origins and

ends, Reed's novel is close to both
TheCryingof Lot49 and Songof
Solomon.But in its playful Pynchonian
suggestion that "beneathor behind all
political and culturalwarfarelies a
struggle between secret societies"(18),
MumboJumbomoves furtherfrom Not
DoctorStreet.On Not Doctor Street
power relationslie closer to the surface, even if secret societies are not
altogetherabsent.Mr.Smith, after all,
is a memberof the undergroundblack
resistancegroup the Seven Days. While
the mythic structuresthat infuse the
other two novels are by no means
absent from Songof Solomon,Morrison
does not appeal to a vision of epic and
timeless battles over communication
and culture.The parableof Not Doctor
Streetcan be seen, in other words, not
only as a metaphorof the struggle for
recognitionbut also as a pointed
response to the paranoidor pseudoparanoidlogic of Pynchon and Reed.
The latterwritersstructuretheir narratives througha binary logic of conflict
between forces renderedas fundamentally exteriorto each other, although
Lot49 also raises the even more paranoid possibility that there is no exterior
at all.
In Songof Solomon,however, the
systems of communicationand address
are subjectto negotiation.As street
names as well as personal names
mutate, lines of force are established
and displaced, but the geography of
these negotiationsremains a shared, if
also divided, space. In Morrison'stale,
the postal service is not the ominous
objectof conspiratorialfantasies,but "a
popularmeans of transferringmessages" and a source of connectionfor
mobile and geographicallydispersed
AfricanAmericancommunities.

Although the passage at first seems to
suggest that postal literacystands in
opposition to the "word-of-mouth"of
the vernacular,it ultimately reveals
that official, literateculturecan be vernacularized
by being brought into relation with its oral other. Letters
addressed to Doctor Streetmight end
up in the "Dead LetterOffice,"but
they also might reach their destination,
as the vernacularstreetname takes on
"quasi-officialstatus."The notion of
the "quasi-official"suggests a negotiated public space that seems to have no
place in the binary or monological
visions of Reed and Pynchon.
Yet, insofaras the struggles for
hegemony describedon and over Not
Doctor Streetserve as a synecdoche of
culturalstruggles and processes in the
novel as a whole, it is worth asking
what alternativesSongof Solomonoffers
to the more agonistic visions of Lot49
and MumboJumbo.In the guise of the
Seven Days, Morrisonseems to reject
the possibility of resistancebased on
exterioritythat exists in Reed and
Pynchon,even as she recognizes the
impetus for such movements. The
ruminationson Not Doctor Street
begin with the narrative'scontemplation of the audience that has gathered
to watch Mr. Smith'sill-fated flight.
Smith has been a memberof the Seven
Days, an undergroundgroup dedicated to keeping a "balance"or "ratio"
between blacks and whites by retaliating in kind for every unpunished murder of a black person (154-55).On the
one hand, Morrison'scritiqueof racial
revenge in this passage is clear:While
the Seven Days seems to work outside
the dominant system, the group's
emphasis on "ratio"and "reason"represents not an altemative but a mimesis
of the system's instrumentallogic. The
attemptto exist outside or below the
surface of everyday life merely reproduces what it seeks to undermine.The
price for such mimetic calculationis
the breakdownsuffered by Smith (and
others in the group) and the escalation
of violence within the black community, indicatedby the fratricidalturn of

Guitarand Milkman'sfriendship and
the calculatedviolence of Hagar'sultimately self-destructivepursuit of
Milkman.The novel suggests that conspiratorialpolitics, which takes their
impetus from traumasrendered to the
black community,end by repeating
those traumasin ever more ghastly scenarios of acting out. The task that the
novel sets itself might then be seen as
the fashioningof a non-paranoid
response to traumathat nevertheless
takes its inspirationfrom the same
social energies present in the Seven
Days.
Although embedded in this scenario of escalatingviolence-as is
much of the novel, despite its gentle
humor-Smith's flight is also, on the
other hand, representedas a "promise"
and an act of love and contrition.In
Morrison'sown, well-known reading
of the novel's opening, "the agent's
flight ... although it carriesthe possibility of failureand the certaintyof
danger, is toward change, an alternative way, a cessation of things-as-theyare"("Unspeakable"225). The stakes
of the "cessation"identified by
Morrisoncan be usefully elucidated
with referenceto WalterBenjamin's
"Theseson the Philosophy of History."
Accordingto Benjamin'snon-orthodox
version of Marxism,
A historicalmaterialistcannot do without the notion of a presentwhich is not
a transition,but in which time stands
still and has come to a stop. ...
Thinkinginvolves not only the flow of
thoughts, but their arrest as well.
Where thinking suddenly stops in a
constellation

[Konstellation] pregnant

with tensions, it gives that constellation a shock, by which it crystalizes
into a monad.... In this structure[the
historical materialist] recognizes the
sign of a Messianic cessation of happening, or put differently, a revolutionary chance in the fight for the
oppressed past. (262-63; translation
modified)

Benjamindescribesa two-step process
in the awakening of Messianichopes.
First,the writer constructsa constellation that activates awareness of the
present and its relationshipto some
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significantpast. Next, that constellation ments togetherinto a new form of
undergoes a shock, which in turn
transgenerationaltransmission.Like
allows the historianto "blastopen the Benjamin'smemory constellations,
continuum of history"(262).
Smith'stragicflight is indeed "pregAppealing to the historicalvision
nant with tensions"and danger, and it
of Benjaminprovides furtherresources augurs the birthof MilkmanDead,
in the attempt to find in Songof
who arrivesthe next day in Mercy
Solomonan alternativeto the binary
Hospital:"Whetheror not the little
and paranoidlogic of the Seven Days
insuranceagent's conviction that he
and of literarypredecessorssuch as
could fly contributedto the place of
Pynchon and Reed. LikeBenjamin,
[Mrs.Dead's] delivery, it certainlyconMorrisoncreatesboth intra-and inter- tributedto its time" (5). The narrative
textual constellationsof citationsthat
figures Milkman'sbirth with a word,
call forthsigns of the oppressed past.
"delivery,"that carriesboth the comShe finds, in other words, an alterna- municativeand Messianicmoments
tive way to reclaimthe lost generations that constituteMorrison'sintervention
that concernthe Seven Days and that
into the thinking of history-and it is
are the focus of the paranoidhistory of indeed the Dead who are at stake in
MumboJumbo'sEgyptianexcavations. this intervention.
Recognizingthat the paranoidstyle
ThatBenjamin'swell-known
draws too straighta line between past "angelof history"might be hovering in
and present-both Pynchonand Reed Song of Solomonis suggested by another
present visions in which the past seems passage in the novel in which Morrison
eternallypresent in the same configu- seems to call more directlyupon the
ration-Morrison's novel follows
"Theses"(and recallsSmith'swinged
Benjaminin producing a traumatic
presence).The "time"of Milkman's
shock that disrupts historicalnarrative delivery refersnot only to the moment
at the same time that it rendersthe past of birth,but also to his capacityto
all the more salient to the present.
experiencetemporality.The question
Morrison'sremarkon the "danger" of temporalexperiencecomes to the
at stake in flight evokes furtheraspects fore in the descriptionof the Dead famof Benjamin'scritiqueof historicism:
ily's outings in their Packard.In
"Toarticulatethe past historicallydoes Benjamin'sdialecticalimage of the
not mean to recognize it 'the way it
angel of history, the angel's "faceis
really was' (Ranke).It means to seize
turned toward the past. Wherewe perhold of a memory as it flashes up at a
ceive a chain of events, he sees one sinmoment of danger.... Only that histo- gle catastrophewhich keeps piling
rian will have the gift of fanning the
wreckageupon wreckage and hurls it
spark of hope in the past who is firmly in front of his feet."The angel is caught
convinced that eventhedeadwill not be in a "storm"that "irresistiblypropels
safe from the enemy if he wins. And
him into the future to which his back is
this enemy has not ceased to be victori- turned,while the pile of debris before
ous" (255).In depicting Smith'sflight him grows skyward. This storm is
and the strategiesof the Seven Days,
what we call progress"(257-58).In the
which suggest myths and desires
novel this notion of progress is repreembedded in AfricanAmericanculture sented by "MaconDead's Packard
as well as non-AfricanAmericantexts [which]rolled slowly down Not
like Benjamin's"Theses,"Morrisonis DoctorStreet"and which the locals
called "MaconDead's hearse"(32-33).
clearly doing something other than
LikeBenjamin'sangel, Milkmanis propresentingthe past as it really was.7
Her literaryhistoricismmight be seen pelled into the futurefacingbackwards:
ratheras an articulationof historical
For the little boy it was simply a burfact, communalmemory, and intertexden. Pressed in the front seat between
tual allusion that weaves these elehis parents, he could see only the
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winged woman careeningoff the nose
of the car....

it was only by kneeling

on the dove gray seat and looking out
the back window that he could see
anything other than the laps, feet, and
hands of his parents,the dashboard,or
the silver winged woman poised at the
tip of the Packard. But riding backward made him uneasy. It was like flying blind, and not knowing where he
was going-just where he had beentroubled him. He did not want to see
trees that he had passed, or houses and
children slipping into the space the
automobilehad left behind. (32)

Milkman'sfragmentedvision-of laps,
feet, and hands;of trees, houses, and
children-recalls the "wreckage"that
piles up at the foot of Benjamin'shelpless angel, but unlike that angel, the
young Milkmanhas not yet even the
desire to "makewhole what has been
smashed."He cannot easily "awaken
the dead" (Benjamin257), for the
Packard'sjourney is itself an allegory
of the Dead LetterOffice;that is, of the
sealed and stagnantspace where the
Dead family's misaddressed desires
fester and die. But in ultimatelyseeking to escape from the Dead Letter
Office of the family home, Milkman
will eventually open up the possibility
for historicalrevision-a partial
redemptionof the past that Benjamin
calls "a weakMessianicpower" (254).
While it is importantto note
Benjamin'sstress on the "weak"
redemptive power-which markshis
distance from a more strictlyutopian
theory-it is also importantto see how
Morrisoncomplicatesand ironizes the
notion of Milkman's"delivery"and,
thus, his Messianicpotential.
Milkman'sbirth is a delivery of the
Dead and a reminderthat the opposition implied in the Not Doctor Street
passage between Doctor Streetand the
Dead LetterOffice is only apparent.By
the moment of the novel's beginning,
the eponymous Doctor has long since
been displaced from his house and
position by Milkman'sfather,Macon
Dead: Doctor Streethas become the
Dead LetterOffice.While, on the one
hand, this signifies an apparentdecline
in the fortunes of the black community,

on the other hand, the Benjaminianreferencemight suggest a belief in the
revolutionarypotential of the memory
of the dead. But it is not clear how to
read this reference,since the novel
repeatedlyironizes the name Deadand
associatesit initiallynot with memory
but with a radicalbreak from the past.
The story of the coming into being of
the name Deadinverts the counterhegemonic negotiationthat produced Not
Doctor Street.In this case, the vulnerability of official discourse to contingency only contributesto the degradation of the freed slave Jake.In an act of
dispossession that echoes his former
slave status and foreshadows his later
loss of life and property,Milkman's
grandfatherJakereceives the name
MaconDead accidentallyfrom a
drunkengovernmentofficial.Instead
of dispensing with it, however, his
futurewife urges him to keep it:
"Mamaliked it. Liked the name. Said it
was new and would wipe out the past.
Wipe it all out" (54).Throughthis
intra-and intertextualloading of the
name Deadwith multiple meanings,
Morrisonsuggests the degree to which
the textualizationof history produces
contradictoryeffects. "Fanningthe
spark of hope in the past" involves risk
and danger-danger that the past will
be "wiped out" at the same time it is
"articulatedhistorically."
The name that both Morrisonand
Benjamingive to this risky danger is
memory. In the Dead LetterOffice of
history, letters do not always arriveat
their destination,but those that do
carryan ambiguous legacy of cultural
memory.The legacy of memory is
ambiguous because, like the names
Deadand Not DoctorStreetand like the
process of intertextualitythat the novel
employs, memory both "wipes out"
and preserves,negates and affirmsthe
past. Recallthat the naming of Not
Doctor Street"gave Southside residents a way to keep their memories
alive and please the city legislatorsas
well" (4). If the joke is on the legislators, the renamingrepresentsas much
an accommodationto their authorityas
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a challenge.In other words, keeping
the memory of the great doctoralive
distractsfrom or becomes, in John
Brenkman'swords, "a consolationor
compensationfor the absenceof political participation"(71).The present
relationsof power in the city are conveniently forgottenat the same time
that a culturallegacy is celebrated.But
the narrativevoice also reminds us of
this forgettingthrough its ironic
account,even as it furthersupplies us
with enough informationto know that
the snobbishand haughty Doctor
Fosterwas himself an ambiguous figure for memorialization.The historystudded Not Doctor Streetpassage,
where dates such as 1896and 1918
immediatelycall forthnodal events in
Americanlife, is also a pageant of
memory and forgetting-an overdetermined space in which the loss and gain
of culturallegacy and political power
intersect.
Not simply a paean to memory
and transgenerationalculturaltransmission, Songof Solomonexplores
moments in which history gives way to
acts of memory and forgettingthat are
themselves not easily accommodated
in Manicheanconceptualframeworks.
In exploring traumaticaftereffects,the
novel demonstratesnot only that history is susceptibleto complicatedacts of
memory and forgetting,but, conversely, that memory and forgettinghave
their own history-particularly in situations in which traumaand memory
are transmittedacross generations.In
the opening chaptersof the novel, the
echo of enslaving economic and social
conditions is heard in repetitiveintratextual variations of the word proper.

These echoing associationscluster,in
particular,around MaconDead, Jr.,
Milkman'sfatherand "a colored man
of property"(23).Having watched his
fatherbe murderedby greedy white
farmersintent on stealing his land,
Maconinternalizesand hyperbolizes
his ex-slave father'sethos of work and
propertyownership. In the traumatic
aftermathof the death of his father,
Maconattemptsto pass on a lesson to
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his own son, Milkman(MaconDead
III):"'Let me tell you now the one
importantthing you'll ever need to
know: Own things. And let the things
you own own other things. Then you'll
own yourself and other people too' "
(55).By depicting how Macon'sfather
"died protectinghis property"(51), the
text createsa degree of sympathy for
this slippage from ownership as resistance to slavery to ownership as slavery's repetitionin the "freemarket"of
capitalism.But the text also insists on
just how far this traumaticmemory
goes in distortingMacon'saccess to the
present:It turns him against his previously beloved sister Pilate,whom he
now sees as having "cutthe last thread
of propriety"and thus being unworthy
of associationwith a "propertied
Negro" (20);and it poisons his relationship with his wife, whose allegedly
"inappropriate"(23) relationshipwith
her fatherleads to Macon'sparanoid
presuppositionof an incestuous relationship (73-74).In linking property
and proprietyin a discourse in which
the Not Doctor Streetpassage has
alreadysuggested the importanceof
properand "appropriate"names, Song
of Solomonsubtly encodes slavery's
legacies in the familialand social life of
twentieth-centuryAfricanAmericans.
While the novel depicts much of the
black communitysubvertingthe power
of the propername-as in the signifyin(g) of Not Doctor Streetand No
MercyHospital-other characters,like
Macon,rememberslavery but forget its
lessons, or are unable to translateits
lessons into the new arenaof economic
and social relationsof the post-slavery
era.
The novel's politics are, unlike
those of TheCryingof Lot49 and
MumboJumbo,decidedly non-paranoid
and non-utopian.The logic of traumatic memory fragmentsthe masternarratives of conspiracytheory because its
play of recollectionand forgetting
refuses to recountthe past as a coherent tale of twinned forces. Like
Benjamin's,Morrison'sstrategy is not
opposed to, but ratherdraws from, an

the other indifferent to it. But those
engagement with historicaltrauma.
were the meaningless things. Their
The "weakMessianicpower" of this
similaritieswere profound. Both were
strategyshould not be confused with
vitally interestedin MaconDead's son,
Reed's utopianism.8Reed's novel canand both had close and supportive
posthumouscommunicationwith their
not make its utopian longings present
fathers.(139)
because of its relentless deconstruction
of all formsof authority-including
As in Lot49, which uses Pierce's
those thatseem to be propoundedby
demise to interrogatea crisis of social
the Textitself.Morrison,on the other
and paternalauthority,the death of
hand, encodeshopes for a different
"foundingfathers"plays a significant
futureby insistingon the presentas a
role in Songof Solomon.Yet, while
necessarysite of enunciationfor what
Pierce'sdeath does not ultimately free
she calls "posthumouscommunication." Oedipa from the constraintsof her
atomized existence,the ghostly fathers
and Messianicson of Morrison'snovel
Posthumous Communication
authorizea collective of women. This
passage constructsa transientcommunity by holding in abeyance differences
in degrees of literacy,privilege, conong of Solomonis not the story of
ventionality,and economicposition
the transcendenceof the afterthat are otherwise centralboth to the
shocks of slavery;on the contrary,it
charactersand the narrative.The
tells the tale of their discovery and con- notion of "posthumouscommunicaversion into a workable culturalhertion" troublesthe terms of a novel that
itage. By detecting the echoes of a past is frequentlyread through binaries
not their own, readers,like Milkman, such as orality/literacy,insider/outcan reweave the text of slavery from
sider, past/present,and official/folkor
the perspectiveof the present.
vernacularculture.It suggests the need
Morrisonmakes clear that the textual- for a notion of transgenerationaltransization of slavery encompasses simul- mission beyond oppositional logic-a
taneous rememberingand forgetting, logic that the examples of Pynchon and
but also createsthe grounds for new
Reed demonstratestrays quickly
forms of communication.The novel's
toward the paranoid.This notion is less
associationof the "Dead"with both let- utopian than Messianic,in the sense
ters and family names draws attention developed by Benjamin.Unlike Reed's
to the fact that communicationin Song utopian Text,which cannot actually be
of Solomonis primarilyfigured with or made present,posthumous communithrough death. As in Benjamin's
cation is grounded in an actually exist"Theses,"the possibility of the future ing present-however transitory-in
comes by way of a present-day
which the dead and the living, the self
redemptive approachto the past. In the and the other, commune.
narrator'sdescriptionof the relationThe practiceand presence of intership between Ruth FosterDead and
textualityprovide a way to understand
Pilate Dead, a moment of community Songof Solomonand its notion of revibetween the two women is produced
sionary historicaltransmissionbeyond
through the concept of "posthumous
fixed paradigms.The title itself embodcommunication":
ies this commitmentto culturaltransmission. It sets up an ironic allusion to
They were so different, these two
the Hebrew Bible only in order to diswomen. One black, the other lemony.
One corseted, the other buck naked
place that intertextin favor of a textualunder her dress. One well read but ill
ly sanctionedreferenceto black oral
traveled. The other had read only a
traditionand the blues. This displacegeography book, but had been from
of one of the grounding texts of
ment
one end of the countryto another.One
the Westernliteraryand culturalcanon
wholly dependent on money for life,
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has led many criticsto read the novel
as the reclamationof an autonomous
black or African-centeredtradition,a
traditionthat in the novel passes_primarily through a woman, Pilate. But
can posthumous communicationof the
sort proposed in Songof Solomonbe
located so easily in a single tradition?
At the climax of the novel,
Milkmancomes upon a group of children "playingtheir endless round
games" (301)and singing the "Songof
Solomon"that Milkmanrecognizes as
a version of the "old blues song Pilate
sang all the time" (302).By this point,
Milkmanhas acquiredenough knowledge to be able to decode the song and
to find in it a story of familialand collective history.Although neitherthe
childrennor Pilate herself even realizes
it, the song is a repositoryof cultural
memory that stretchesback across several generationsof the history of what
has become the Dead family. In a gesture that criticshave understandably
read as elevating the oralityof the
AfricanAmericansong over the scripturalauthorityof the biblicalverses,
Milkmanfinds his literacydisabled
and is forcedback into an oral tradition.10Seeking to preserve the song in
writing, "Milkmantook out his wallet
and pulled from it his airplaneticket
stub, but he had no pencil to write
with, and his pen was in his suit. He
would have to listen and memorizeit"
(303).Furtherevidence of the novel's
mimesis of oral culturelies in the way
the narrativedraws attentionto the
existence of multiple variationsof the
song, a well-known characteristicof
oral "texts."Forexample, the children's song concludes, "Solomondone
fly, Solomon done gone / Solomon cut
across the sky, Solomon gone home"
(303).However, in Pilate'sversion,
introducedin the novel's opening
scene, she substitutesthe name
"Sugarman"for "Solomon"(6). This
depiction of the changingsame of
black cultureconstitutesa powerful
metaphorof Africanand oral retentions in contemporaryAfrican
Americanculture.The fact that this
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depiction is itself found in a novel
qualifiesit as anotherposthumous
communication;that is, a mode of connection that joins the oral and the literate, the past and the present, the official and the folk.11
Criticsof differentideological persuasions have agreed that the song of
the novel's title is ultimately a savvy
sign of Africanculturalautonomy in
the Americas.In her valuable study of
"oral-literatetensions"in Songof
Solomon,JoyceMiddleton describes
Milkman'sdiscovery of the significance of the song in this way: "Ifhe
wants the knowledge, he must commit
the song to his personal,oral memory,
just as his slave and Africanancestors
had done, not to an artificial,external
memory-a written record"(34).While
Middletonclearly celebratesboth
Milkman'sacquisitionof new arts of
memory and the novel's assertionof an
authenticAfricanAmericancultural
traditionconnected to the legacy of
resistanceto slavery, Emily Budick,
writing in the context of a discussion of
AfricanAmericanand Jewish
Americanliteraryrelations,finds a
more troublingsubtext. "Thetext,"
Budicksuggests, "maybe doing more
than reclaimingblack culturalintegrity
and its place within the constellationof
ethnic culturesby which Americahas
constructeditself. It may also be claiming autonomy, even priority.... In this
possible motion from claims of coherence and integrityto assertionsof
autonomy and anteriority,the problem
of the book-in particularvis-a-vis
Jewishculture-emerges" (189).In the
displacementof the biblicaltext Budick
finds that the novel "put[s]itself in
directconflictwith Jewish, as opposed
to Christianor Judeo-Christian,culture. And although AmericanJews, in
the twentieth century,certainlydo bear
responsibilityto their fellow African
Americancitizens (and vice versa),
they constituteneitherthe dominant
culturein Americanor the primary
cause of black slavery' (196).
Middleton'sand Budick'sreadings
raise complex and difficult political

and methodologicalissues that go
beyond the scope of this essay. Forpresent purposes, it is sufficientto say that
both criticscaptureimportantpartial
truthsabout the novel: The novel does
indeed at times elevate oral memory
over what appearsas "artificial,external memory,"and this elevationdoes
containa potentiallytroubling,if possibly inadvertent,displacementof Jewish
culture.Yet, a complete genealogy of
the song also throws into questionthe
assumptionof culturalautonomythat
underlies both of these readings.
As the preceding discussion has
sought to demonstrate,the workings of
intertextualityin Songof Solomonare
more complex than the readings put
forthby Middleton and Budickwould
allow. The "Songof Solomon"is not
only a referenceto the Bible and to
black oral culture,but, surprisingly,to
Pynchon's literarywork as well. The
song around which Morrison'snovel
turns borrows its structurefrom a marginal moment in TheCryingof Lot49. In
the midst of a nocturnalsearchafter
the concealed hieroglyphic meaning of
the post horn, Oedipa happens upon
a circle of children in their nightclothes,who told her they were dreaming the gathering.... They knew about
the post horn, but nothing of the
chalked game Oedipa had seen on the
sidewalk. You used only one image
and it was a jump-rope game, a little
girl explained:you stepped alternately
in the loop, the bell, and the mute,
while your girlfriendsang:
Tristoe,Tristoe,one, two, three,
Turningtaxi from acrossthe sea ...
"Thurnand Taxis,you mean?"
They'dneverheardit thatway.(118-19)

Lot49's song is similar to the last verse
of the Song of Solomon as performed
by the childrenand Pilatenot only
semantically,but also especially insofar
as it seems to encode the variationsof
memory attendanton orally transmitted transatlantichistory. While it could
be argued that Pynchon'snovel merely
serves as one more white Westerntext
for Morrisonto displace in her assertion of black culturalautonomy, the

existence of multiple intertextsmakes
this position increasinglydifficult to
sustain. The supposition of a binary
relationshipbetween "artificial,external" scriptureand "autonomous"orality gives way to the vision of a network
of intersectingtexts. In this case, the
network connects works that already
thematize the transmissionof texts and
messages-a fact that casts further
doubt on binary,supercessionistmodels of intertextuality.
But the question remains as to why
Morrison'stext repeatedlyreturnsto
Pynchon'sand Reed's shadowy postal
and culturalconspiraciesin order to
bring forth its own posthumous communications,and what effects these
referenceshave on the culturalwork of
Songof Solomon.The preponderanceof
the post in these novels-as address, as
site for the transferof messages, as
locus of authority,and as contactwith
the dead-asks to be read on multiple
levels. While most obviously a
metaphorfor the institutionalarrangements of power in communication,the
post also stands as a figure for the
delay inherentin all writing-'a la
Derrida- and especially in intertextual
exchange.The network established
between the postal and the posthumous thus suggests the salience of
belatedness and transgenerational
haunting for these works, especially
Songof Solomon.This reading of the
temporaldimension of the post also
explains Morrison'sreturnto and
extension of the timeframeof Mumbo
Jumbo,with which I began. The establishment of that constellation-3
P.M.-disrupts the homogeneity of the
present,and thus of Reed's more
nationalistimagining. By markingthe
textual and historical"now-time"as a
site of multiple intertextualand transculturallinks, Morrisonreimaginesliterarytraditionand culturalhistory
beyond linear chronology and paranoid, oppositional logic. She interrogates the post in order to propose an
alternativeaccount of the relationship
between present and past. This interrogation might in turn be read as a sub-
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merged periodizing gesture, a sign that
Songof Solomonis engaged in processing the various "posts"that intersectin
the contemporaryera-for instance,
here, the post-modernand the postslavery.
Evidence for such an hypothesis
might be found in Morrison'sremarks
on the continuing significanceof
racismin contemporaryAmericanculture. In her essay on "TheAfroAmericanPresencein American
Literature,"Morrisonsuggests that the
"traumaof racismis, for the racistand
the victim, the severe fragmentationof
the self, and has always seemed to me
a cause (not a symptom) of psychosisstrangelyof no interestto psychiatry"
("Unspeakable"214).In this passage,
Morrisonconnects a certainversion of
traumato one of the dominantmotifs
of postmodernism.Her formulation
recallsFredricJameson'ssymptomatic
reading of postmodernismas a schizophrenicfragmentationof the signifying
chain, and brings with it the reminder
that the categoryof race is absent from
Jameson'sinfluentialdiagnosis of the
"culturallogic of late capitalism."The
absence of Morrison'sinsight on links
between fragmentationand racism
fromJameson'saccountsuggests that
bringingquestions of racialtraumato
bear on postmodernismwill demand a
rethinkingof Jameson'speriodizing
hypothesis. Indeed, it calls for a
rethinkingof periodizationas such.
The turn toward traumain literature
and theory in recentyears takes part in
a returnto history and an interestin
historicalcognition that had seemed to
be missing in accountsof postmodernism,such as Jameson's,which stress
the waning of a "senseof history"in
contemporaryculture.Indeed, while
Morrison'swritings reflectthe "pastiche"of styles Jamesonequates with
the evacuationof historicaldepth, they
could also be seen as taking part in the
same paradoxicaltask thatJameson
sets for himself at the opening of his
theorizationof the postmodern:"an
attemptto think the presenthistorically in an age that has forgottenhow to
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think historicallyin the first place" (ix).
Songof Solomon'sintertextualpastiche
is precisely the site of a returnof and to
history-but the concept of history has
now been reconfiguredby memory,
trauma,and transgenerational,transculturallegacies.This rethinkingof the
concept of history is also what ultimately allies Morrisonwith Benjamin.
Morrison'sfocus on the power of
traumaticmemories does not make-for
a straightforwardlyhistoricalnovel.
For, in fact, the memories at issue in
the novel and its composition are really
"postmemories,"to adopt the term
used by MarianneHirsch to describe
the aestheticsand life-worlds of children of Holocaust survivors (Family
Frames).12
Likesecond- and third-generationHolocaust texts that explore the
delayed impact of the events on those
who were not there, Songof Solomonis
not primarilythe story of a traumatic
event. Ratherit concernsthe delayed
effects of a series of traumaticevents
associatedwith slavery and its aftermath on MilkmanDead, the grandson
of a freed slave. Similarly,although
Morrisonno doubt drew on her own
memories in constructingthe rich historicalmilieux of the novel, she has
emphasized that the book was a
response to the perceived void left by
the passing of her father'sgeneration:
"Forthe first time I was writing a book
in which the centralstage was occupied by men, and which had something to do with my loss, or my perception of loss, of a man (my father)and
the world that disappearedwith him.
(It didn't, but Ifelt that it did.) So I was
re-creatinga time period that was his not biographicallyhis life or anything
in it; I use whatever's around. But it
seemed to me that there was this big
void afterhe died, and I filled it with a
book that was about men"("Site"123).
Despite the dedicatoryevocation of
"Daddy"that framesthe text, however,
the novel's relationshipto the world of
men is complex and ambivalent.Using
"whatever'saround"turns out to
include the creationof a signifiyin(g)
relationshipto texts from a masculine,

"paranoidstyle" of postmodernfiction.
The world of men that Morrisonrecreates is a world in which masculine literaryauthorityis simultaneously
invoked and displaced. Morrison's
novel fills a void that is not so much
historicalas, rather,the "felt"void of
memory and postmemory.By taking
its place in a void filled with the
delayed effects of trauma,Songof
Solomondoes not itself become posthis-

torical,but rathertakes part in a genre
of historicalnovel that concerns
posthistoricalexperienceand the
claims of postmemory.Perhapscontemporaryhistoricalthinking dwells in
the intertextualspace of posthumous
communication,a space where diverse
experiencesof belatedness-such as
the postmodern,the post-slavery,and
the post-Holocaust-intersect.

1. For two important essays that take up the "signifying"practices of Morrison's novel, although not
in relation to Reed, see Mobley; Lubiano.
2. On Reed and Morison, see Weixlmann, who focuses on generic similarities and not strictly
intertextual connections. On Reed and Pynchon, see Mikics. Hutcheon mentions all three novels in
passing.
3. For an exemplary reading of Beloved in the context of trauma theory, see Morgenstern. Bouson
has recently provided a survey of all of Morrison's novels through Paradise in relaffon to the thematics of shame and trauma; however, her discussion of Song of Solomon leans more in the direction of
exploring dynamics of shame than traumatic memory, as I do below.
4. Benjamin shows up with increasing frequency in the most recent Morrision criticism. Unlike the
other critical essays I have found, this one suggests that the link between Benjamin and Morrison
goes beyond thematic connections, and I argue that Song of Solomon bears a strong intertextual
relationship to Benjamin's writing (although I do not presume to decide whether that relationship is
intentfonal on Morrison's part). On Morrison and Benjamin, see McKible; Grewal; Perez-Torres.
5. On the vemacular in this scene, see Mobley 50; Middleton 19-39, esp. 27.
6. For a related, but less forgiving, crifique of Reed's relationship to history, see Mason.
7. For a sophisficated account of Morrison's revisionary use and critque of traditional African
American myths, see Awkward 137-53.
8; In aligning Morrison with a Benjaminian "weak Messianic power," I am importing a discourse
which, in complicated ways, is simultaneously Jewish and Marxistinto a text which, in complicated
ways, is neither. While I believe such a move is authorized by the novel's culturally hybrid intertextuality, I also follow Derrida in thinking of the messianic as "a structure of experience rather than a religion" (168). Both utopian and messianic discourses are oriented toward a qualitatively different
future; however, they bear different relationships to the present and past. Unlike the utopian, which
literally has "no place," and thus no place for present or past in its articulations, Benjamin's concept
of the messianic is grounded in a present that is more than a transition between past and future. The
possibility of a future is predicated on a constellation between past and present that breaks apart the
confinuity of chronological progression. It is this messianic temporal structure of experience that
Morrison's novel shares with Benjamin.
9. For readings that focus on the specifically African or African American vemacular dimensions of
the text, see Lubiano; Middleton; Mobley; Skerrett. These critics offer richly varied notions of vernacular tradifions. For an account of Song of Solomon in relation to debates among African American
critics about the vemacular, see Brenkman, who also supplies a useful bibliographic essay.
10. See Middleton 34; Mobley 60-61.
11. On the tension between the novel and oral culture, see Brenkman.
12. Hirsch has also written an excellent essay on Song of Solomon which works a related terrain in
its exploration of family dynamics in the novel and in contemporary culture (see "KnowingTheir
Names").
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